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Asymmetrically Structured OS

- Management of the system limited to a small subset of cores
- Explicit separation of kernel services and user space applications onto different cores
- Communication done through dedicated channels
- Advantages:
  - Eliminates the need for per core run queues
  - Increases per core cache locality
  - Decreases cross core lock contention
  - Limits kernel interference with applications
  - Enables applications to perform remote asynchronous system calls
Resources partitioned based on explicit requests from an application or system service

Applications multiplexed in both time and space onto the hardware resources they have been granted

Scheduling in the OS is coarse grained: based on enforcing resource guarantees (QoS)

Scheduling in userspace is fine grained: based on mapping threads of control to the resources granted

Resource guarantees enforced either in hardware or software depending on the architecture in use
Private Memory Ranges

- Reserve range of addresses in an Address Space for processing per-context (or per-core) private data
- Most data is shared (e.g. file descriptors, security properties)
- But not everything (e.g. data to be processed in SIMD fashion)

Advantages:

- No locks needed to modify data in private memory ranges
- Can do page re-mappings in private regions without requiring cross core TLB shootdowns
- Eases development for data parallel applications
- Allows for fast page remapping for streaming data applications
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